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Abstract: The computer system is developing the model for speech synthesis of various aspects for natural language processing. The speech synthesis explores by articulatory, formant and concatenate synthesis. These techniques lead more aperiodic distortion and give exponentially increasing error rate during process of the system. Recently, advances on speech synthesis are tremendously moves towards deep learning process in order to achieve better performance. Due to leverage of large scale data gives effective feature representations to speech synthesis. The main objective of this research article is that implements deep learning techniques into speech synthesis and compares the performance in terms of aperiodic distortion with prior model of algorithms in natural language processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mainly speech is used for communication between the individuals. The people use speech in contract with other individuals. Synthesis in speech process is artificial production of human speech and stored in computer system which is dealing with speech synthesizer. This synthesized process can be produced many pieces of recorded speech that is store in database. This system converts natural language text into speech. Generally, this process helps visual impairments and reading disabilities people. Now a day, the Text To Speech (TTS) process becomes very easier with the many algorithms which are known as Natural Language Processing (NLP). The figure 1 shows the natural speech production model for human being.

![Figure 1: Natural speech production process](image)

Generally, NLP comprises the text, phonetic and prosodic analysis. Articulatory synthesis will generate from human articulator behavior; the end frequencies of speech signal of speaking band gives formant synthesis to the model. Particularly, these synthesizes are modified based on rule framing for speech synthesis [2].
Finally concatenative synthesis gives speech by pre-recorded segment of speech such as “diphone” and “triphone” to construct the full bound. Many parameters in the speech synthesis is that solving unit boundaries problems during prosodic analysis. But this can solve by unit selection analysis of varying every unit of prosodies which is the patch of concatenative synthesis. Figure 2 shows the overview of typical TTS system, the waveform generation in the blocks deals with digital signal processing system. With the help of this basic concept, many algorithms are developed and implemented in natural language processing.

The feature based algorithm is evaluating a sentence in the input data on the set of rules framed by algorithm. Based on title feature, term weight, sentence length, sentence position, thematic word, the important of the sentence will be measured [7]. This feature based algorithm needs more modification in output result summary. For automatic text summarization, the template based algorithm will be very useful. This will be experimented with text pre-processing and information extraction.

After file classification from the text document, the pre-processing should be designed for the natural language process. The pre-processing can be constructed with the help of syntactic analysis, tokenization, semantic analysis, stop word removal, stemming evaluation. The first process syntactic analysis is used to determine the completion of the sentence with help of full stop symbol [6]. The better understanding of pieces of sentences includes numbers or special characters with the help of tokenization process. The role of every word understands by semantic process. Many repeated words are used often in the natural language text which meaning is very little; those words are labelled as “STOP WORDS” and are removed. Stemming process is that avoid the same words are used in different tenses and gives same meaning. The information will be extracted with the template based text summarization includes as following.

1. Dialogue control training and management
2. Determine the sentence knowledge
3. Intelligent approach for dialog conversation using deep learning approach

The figure 3 shows the overview of statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS). In order to create the knowledge base of the system, index terms, conversation person’s name, place and important of communication will be measured and considered. This training can be leads the algorithm to store the input data into data base storage as a reference. This training module is managing the process which contains human and computer interaction. This trained data set is constructed and manages the user request, experience with reference data set and finally produce the answer which probably contains required information. Here knowledge based information means process of extracting intelligent information and stored it in unstructured text form. This storage structure will be used to store the different category data. Also it is reducing the search time and improves the performance of the algorithm. This template based summarization is the process of combined all these process and document in a compact format. It contains the specify trials, practised location and name of the person and many type and part of speech patterns [4].
2. RELATED WORKS

Heiga Zen proposes MDN with SPSS in acoustic model for speech synthesis. It gives better result that statistical model. The work is based on optimisation of long short term memory – Recurrent Neural Network based SPSS on portable application devices. This work using multi frame inference reduced CPU used by 40% also with no significant difference in naturalness [13, 17]. Eliyahu gives bidirectional LSTM encoder to give effective approach for feature extraction. This Model is trained with parser to optimisation purposes. This model needs to improve in yielding very competitive parsing accuracy [14]. Zhou Yu introduces bidirectional LSTM with MLP output layer to improve to learn high level abstractions. This built model is constructed to improving in the speed of the process. The author is planning to improve the results with deep learning with more layers [15]. Bo Fan proposes deep bidirectional LSTM approach for video realistic talking head. This model will append sentimental analysis in future study [16, 18].

Suman K et al proposes the static feature extraction method with linear predictive coding. Author limited the spectral analysis due to resolution with limited frequency scale. Due to the technique the frequencies are in linear scale and inefficient [3]. The hidden markov models are contained only one layer nonlinear transformation factor to extract the features [7, 8].

Encapsulation the models of human vocal tract to provide a synthetic voice output for the given input text [3]. The storing of pre-recorded audio clips of all the words of language is bit difficult in practically in text-to-speech systems for speech synthesizers. Obviously, TTS doesn’t have perfectly matched as natural due to audible anomalies. The extended architecture of bidirectional recurrent neural network replaces the hidden layers in their model with long short term memory blocks [4]. In order to produce the high quality speech waveform, the process approaches “wavenet” technique in speech synthesis. But it leads to slow and delay process from the model with the synthesis effect.

The template based algorithm is a superficial than feature based algorithm due to lag of database. So no training can be taken up for the natural language processing in feature based algorithm. These machine learning algorithms are non-updated training data set which is taking to lag of system accuracy and overall performance [5]. The deep learning methods promises existing natural language systems replaces that can achieve appropriate or better performance. Also deep learning methods are superior based on the real outputs and its developments. There many unanswered challenging problems are in natural language processing. Especially, there are more powerful demonstration tools in speech recognition by machine learning methods. The DL based neural network model is answering many new achievements and welcoming the challenging tasks of speech synthesis problems in natural language processing.

3. MOTIVATION

In Hidden Markov Model (HMM), spectrum modelling is quite hard because of high dimensionality and strong correlation. Also feature and classifier will not be possible in old algorithm. Representation of complex dependencies in acoustic features are inefficient by exist algorithm [8, 10]. This motivates us to do in speech spectrum as acoustic features as well as classifier training. Deep learning is the choice to satisfy those problems in speech synthesis. It gives possible for better representation ability with less number of factors. Also it is novel research direction of machine language which can effectively capture the many features and model the process. It can be more efficient than fragmented representation of exist one [14]. Overall, the acoustic features are over smoothed and drop in synthesized speech for some input text by hidden markov model.

4. ABSTRACT ANALYSES

Text To Speech (TTS) synthesis is having good flexibility to change acoustics features with statistical parametric model which trains deep neural network in order to get good knowledge in a sentence [19]. Mainly Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based acoustic mapping architecture uses for gathering many speech signals simultaneously [20]. The RNN structure can be replaced by transformer network multi head attention mechanism that improves accuracy. But it fails in auto regressive error accumulation. Also it suffers from slow inference between the frames [21]. Theoretically, appending continues features of acoustics to the training network with the help of bidirectional LSTM for speech synthesis is easier [23]. Our DL based training model of speech synthesis decreases the aperiodic distortion and voice / unvoiced error rate is minimized when increases the number of units per layer with the help of mixture density.
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4.1.1 Deep Learning based Synthesis

Researchers proposed many numerous models for speech synthesis in a long tradition of studies. There are
dmany background information are playing important role during parameter prediction. The acoustic feature contains
the hierarchical structure which uses to convert from context information to speech waveform [9]. With the help of
this concept the deep neural network (DNN) based methods are doing framework in predicting acoustic feature
parameters for speech synthesis.

Generally the linguistic features will be mapped into probability densities of speech synthesis for various
decision trees. Deep learning is quite fast to train the model for fully end-to-end speech synthesis. Template based
algorithm for speech synthesis fails in high natural voice due to voice glitches. Because of some limitation presents
continues in features extraction for speech synthesis.

4.1.2 Proposed Speech Synthesis Method

Based on the system, the words are mapping to the vector of real numbers. Each word are representing with
real numbers 0 to N-1. These indices of the word are corresponded as a vector of length N which is directly used in
network model. The text sequences synchronized like as skip gram model [11]. Each word is represented as vectors
that used to calculate the conditional probability. It gives central target word with the help of softmax operation on
the vector as given in equation 1 below,

\[ C_p(w_o | w_t) = \frac{\exp(u^T v_c)}{\sum_{i \in v} \exp(u^T v_c)} \]  

Where v is index set. v = \{0, 1, ..., |v| - 1\} T is denoted as length of the sequence. The context word will be in the
dictionary (index set). During the approximate training, binary tree structure constructs the loss function based on the
route between one node to another node. The training process contains gradient computational which has logarithm
of the dictionary size. The data sets are pre-processing with negative sampling for set the serial data. The model is
creating for word embedding which can find the similarity between the two words like “Hi” & “Hai”. The morphology
function is not used for word to vector instead of used different vector. The skip gram model has been implemented.
We specified the specified length for extracted sub words. But dictionary format size is non-predefined one. We have
used byte pair encoding technique for compression [1]. Based on the speech quality, the Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) can be trained very fast. The Boltzmann machine is using for speech synthesis in deep learning algorithm.
In order to create spectral envelope for the speech parameters, Boltzmann machine is used. The input layers accept the
input vectors which can obey the probability distributions. Also it will calculate the hidden layers parameters. The
hidden layer waits until reach convergence data into it. The output layer will interpolate the acoustic parameters based
on the length of extracted subwords. These parameters are trained in the same network which will not create
fragmentation problems in future [12]. Also the acoustic features are correlated with different dimensions of the same
frame to reduce the over smooth phenomenon [22].

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** a) Three layers in training model  b) I/O in the layer for DNN

In figure 4 b shows the back propagation for supervised fine tuning in the input. From the output side the acoustic
features are classified by deep neural network. During modelling of acoustic feature parameter, the single modality of
the objective function couldn’t predict the variance.
4.1.3 Modified Mixture Density Networks

This modified mixture density networks gives joint probability density function (J-PDF) of output given by input parameters [1]. The J-PDF is expressed as follows,

\[ P_J(\text{output}, M_c) = \sum_{m=1}^{M_c} w_m(x) \cdot N(y; \mu_m(x), \sigma_m^2(x)) \]  

(2)

Where \( w_m(x), \mu_m(x), \sigma_m^2(x) \) are Gaussian parameters such as mixture weight, mean and variance respectively. The maximum likelihood estimator becomes with logarithmic function as follows in the equation 3,

\[ \hat{M}_d = \arg \max_{M_d} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{t=1}^{T(n)} \log p(y_t^{(n)} | x_t^{(n)}, M) \]  

(3)

We consider number of sentences and frames with separate ensemble in the training model.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to rectify prediction the variance problems in the model, modified deep mixture density network patching algorithm can be appending on those extra prediction parameters. Recurrently, the output layer is predicting the probability distribution of the output features based on the input parameters. The processes are recurrence model in order to get the fine-tuned output. Because of modified mixture density function the system,

![Figure 5: Proposed Neural Networks for Speech Synthesis](image)

Our proposed model is easy to integrate the acoustic features extraction and modelling. Also, no fragmentation problems arise in the training network.

![Figure 6: Aperiodicity distortion measurement comparison of proposed model](image)
The aperiodicity distortion is measured and plotted in the graph is shown figure 6. When increases the number of units per layer, distortion decreases. Hidden markov model is more aperiodic distortion during the training and it takes longer time to complete. Our process constructed details shows in the figure 5. This framework consists of “T” frames which are including binary and numeric features at input side of the network. The statistical report are collected includes mean and variance of the speech parameter vector sequence at output of the network.

Our DL model tags on with distributed representation to replace the gathering process during training model of the context decision tree in HMM. Because of our proposed model use multiple hidden layers are mapping context features for high dimensional acoustic features. This is creating the quality in synthesised speech better than conventional methods.

6. CONCLUSION

The old concatenation speech synthesis methods are very low intelligibility and strange from the regular. For the sensitive speech synthesis, the context decision trees technique in HMM is not sufficient to attain the enough target. Our proposed model can complete those requirements for speech synthesis and change the complications. The proposed model is very suitable to communication recognition model due to its very low aperiodic distortion.

Due to various audible glitches in the speech synthesis, our proposed technique is containing as natural human speaking capabilities. Also the implementation of sentiment analysis in text classification of natural language processing is good challenging work still. Because of country to country the passion, emotions are poles apart. Obviously models need more and more hidden layers and nodes to increase the parameters in the modified mixture density network in order to get better results in speech synthesis. Our proposed algorithm needs some better network framework and optimisation techniques to evaluate the model in a best. We are strongly believes that the readers and beginner researchers can get better understand the development process of deep learning method after red this article and test with some sample is given in http://www.ai1000.org/samples/index.html. The model is getting over fitting problems while using less number of training data. The DL based approach requires more memory to store the input parameters.
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